
 

 
 
 

 

 
RAFOC REMINISCENCES AND RAMBLINGS - WEEK 143 

30th DECEMBER 2022 
GREETINGS: 
 

Well, Christmas has come and gone in a few days of glorious Highveld weather. This included the 
extra public holiday on Tuesday 27th – “Second Boxing Day”. The welcome additional leisure time 
(and electricity!) gave your Editor the opportunity to compose this edition of Ramblings before 
departing to celebrate New Year in the bushveld - and as a distraction from watching the Proteas 
being skittled out for 189 in their first innings of the Boxing Day Test in Australia... and the second 
day was worse... saved by rain on the third day... Andre de Ruyter resigns as CEO of Eskom after 
despicable attack by Gwede Mantashe... back to Stage 2 rolling blackouts this week... big fuel price 
decrease expected in January – yes, please!... “Vote buying” allegations rock ANC after Elective 
Conference – Heaven help us!... Ramaphosa meets Zuma’s spurious legal challenge head-on... 
watch this space... Christmas Eve on the Reef was ushered in with a bang in Boksburg (see article 
below)... Dakar Rally coming up at New Year... 
The King’s poignant Christmas speech was in the restrained tradition well established by his 
predecessor – no mention of the Sussexes the most powerful message of all... Prince Louis the star 
of the show at Sandringham... RMT rail, Border Force strikes continue... Boxing Day sales traffic 
jams due to rail strikes... Ukraine’s defiance a “Christmas Miracle”... Missile attack on Kherson 
Christmas shoppers “absolute evil”... Drone attack on Russian Engels bomber base kills three “due 
falling debris”... former Russian Army chief dies suddenly in Moscow... USA Killer storm “Bomb 
Cyclone” kills 60+, paralyses domestic flights, disrupts millions more... what price global warming?... 
Taliban bans female NGO workers... more riots between Paris police and Kurds after attack on 
Kurdish centre – what price peace and goodwill?... Jeremy Clarkson article withdrawn by Sun 
newspaper amid unprecedented complaints, but apology called “publicity stunt” 
 
HURRICANE: UNSUNG HERO: 
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“Hurricane: Unsung Hero” is a new IWM spotlight 
exhibition at Duxford celebrating one of the Second 
World War’s most hard-working fighter aircraft, the 
Hawker Hurricane. The exhibition runs from 27 
December 2022 – 19 February 2023. Often 
overlooked in favour of the Spitfire, the Hurricane 
accounted for sixty percent of air victories in the 
Battle of Britain. 
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With only fourteen airworthy Hurricanes remaining in the world, the exhibition offers the 
opportunity to get up close to seven examples, brought together under one roof for the first time. 
The Hurricane's traditional design - a wood and metal framework covered in fabric - was derived 
from earlier biplane fighters and was essentially out of date despite later improvements. However, it 
was a stable and rugged aircraft that could be maintained and repaired more easily than the Spitfire. 
Highlights of this new spotlight exhibition include a Hurricane Mk.I, which is a veteran from the Battle 
of Britain, the world’s only two-seat Hurricane and a Sea Hurricane Mk.Ib, which was received by 
No 880 Squadron, the first Fleet Air Arm Squadron to be equipped with Hurricanes. (IWM via Gordon 
Dyne) 
 
STILL SERVING,SIR! 
 

The last Edition of Ramblings before Christmas prompted a speedy response from Wing 
Commander Clive Mitchell (retired) in the UK, who wrote: 
“Hi Bruce, I hope that all is well and that you and Sheilagh have a great Xmas and New Year. If you 
look closely in the photo of Kaz Yajima you’ll see a friendly face. Kaz’s event was a focus of mine 
for most of the year and I was delighted that it passed off so well. Attached are a few more photos 
of the event and a link to the news coverage. Please pass my regards to those who remember me. 
All the best, Clive.”  
Those of you who are observant may have seen Clive’s familiar face second from the right in the 
rear rank in the group image of those attending the Centenary in the previous issue of Ramblings. 
We certainly do remember Clive (and his wife Terry), who served as Deputy Defence Adviser to the 
British High Commission in Pretoria and was a staunch supporter of RAOC during his tenure.                    
Your Ed certainty thought it looked very much like Clive, but since Clive had retired from the RAF 
some time ago, convinced himself that Clive must have a lookalike still serving in the RAF... Well 
Done, Clive! 
 

       
 
KINGPIN: 
 

 

Personnel from the RAF have been deployed to Shaw Air 
Force Base in South Carolina to support                                                
the coordination of Coalition airspace in the Middle East. 
The group, comprising Weapons Controllers, Air Traffic 
Controllers and Air and Space Operations Specialists, are 
deployed as part of a coalition force alongside US, 
Danish, Belgian and Canadian contingents to the 727th 
Expeditionary Air Control Squadron, known as Kingpin. 
The deployment sees the coalition provide 24/7 tactical 
command and control of 1.1 million square miles of 
airspace including Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan and the 
Arabian Peninsula. 
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Kingpin enables air operations across the U.S. Central Command area of responsibility and 
provides the Combined Air Operations Centre, located in the Middle East, with a common air picture. 
Kingpin directs a range of Coalition and partner nation aircraft, including fighters, bombers, tankers, 
surveillance and reconnaissance, and remotely piloted aircraft throughout the region to manage the 
battlespace and deter any adversary threat within the area of responsibility. The RAF Team have 
been fully integrated into this process, managing a range of assets, including RAF Typhoon and 
Voyager, and are deployed as part of 903 Expeditionary Air Wing. Flt Lt Liam McConville, a member 
of the detachment said: “Being deployed to the US is a great opportunity to celebrate local traditions 
of our host nations and other coalition partners. Last month we celebrated the Thanksgiving holiday 
with a traditional Thanksgiving dinner which was a great experience, particularly as we have been 
made to feel so included and welcomed as part of the whole Coalition force.” He went on to say, 
“While everyone misses family and friends when they’re away over the festive period, it’s made 
slightly easier by the bonds, friendships and kindness we’ve experienced across the whole force 
with our partners from Belgium, Canada, Denmark and of course the US.” 
 
IRAATS - AGGRESSOR TRAINING SERVICE: 
 

 
 

The first of its kind in the UK, IRAATS will see civilian company Draken Europe deliver a medium to 
fast-speed aggressor training service using its fleet of civil-registered Aero Vodochody L-159Es, a 
Czech-built light multi-role combat training aircraft. “I am absolutely delighted to announce that the 
RAF’s exciting new ‘Red Air’ aggressor service has delivered its first training sortie to the Combat 
Air Force. This capability will truly challenge our Combat Air pilots, training them more effectively for 
future operations. The contract was delivered through competition in a very short timescale, from 
inception to contract signature, and done so by a whole force team. It is timely, affordable, 
deliverable and provides Defence with excellent value for money.”  Air Commodore ‘Cab’ Townsend, 
Director, Air Capability. (RAF News) 
 
************** 
OBITUARY: 
 

 

The Interim Red Air Aggressor Training 
Service (IRAATS) delivered its first 
Operational Readiness Training sortie to the 
Combat Air Force on 20 December 2022. An 
L-159E ‘Honey Badger’ aircraft provided 
threat replication to a Typhoon from 41 Test 
and Evaluation Squadron in the training 
airspace over the North Sea. The opportunity 
to train against dissimilar aircraft flown by 
experienced pilots, and using unfamiliar 
tactics, is considered essential operational 
training for front-line squadrons.                                                                                                                                           

AIR CHIEF MARSHAL Sir Michael Knight KCB, 
AFC, RAF who has died five days after his 90th 
birthday on 28 November 2022. During his long 
RAF career, he rose from being a National 
Service pilot to the UK’s Military Representative 
at NATO HQ in Brussels. Sir Michael began flying 
with Liverpool University Air Squadron and 
completed his training as a pilot during his 
National Service in 1953.                                                                                                        
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Electing to remain in the RAF, he flew transport aircraft, including being amongst the first crews 
flying the Comet, with 216 Squadron. In 1957 he converted to the Canberra bomber, the beginning 
of a long association with the aircraft, and one in which he would accumulate 2,500 flying hours. He 
joined 139 Squadron in Lincolnshire before heading to Cyprus in January 1959 to join 249 Squadron, 
to train crews in special target marking techniques for operations. He then commanded 32 
Squadron, where he developed tactics for the operational use of the recently introduced air-to-
ground rockets. For his work in Cyprus, he was awarded the AFC. After serving in the Air Ministry, 
he was posted to Tengah, the RAF’s largest operational base in the Far East, to command the Strike 
Wing. His squadrons included three operating the Canberra, a Hunter ground attack squadron and 
a Javelin all-weather fighter squadron. As in all his appointments, he took every opportunity to fly 
and was able to travel widely, usually with his rugby boots in his baggage. In late December 1970, 
he was appointed the senior military assistant to the Chairman of NATO’s Military Committee, the 
former Luftwaffe fighter ace General Johannes Steinhoff, who had been severely burnt in the final 
weeks of the war when his Messerschmitt 262 jet fighter crashed on take-off. Sir Michael had great 
admiration for the general. In December 1973, Knight took command of Laarbruch, the home of two 
Buccaneer squadrons, a Phantom squadron and a surface-to- air missile squadron. He flew with his 
squadrons whenever possible and was a very popular commander who understood and enjoyed the 
“work hard, play hard” ethic. After attendance at the Royal College of Defence Studies, Knight served 
in MOD responsible for air support operations. During his time, he was closely involved in the 
operation to send reinforcements to Belize following threats of invasion by Guatemala. Six Harrier 
jets, supported by the Hercules transport fleet, were deployed to Belize in July 1977. The presence 
of this show of force prevented any escalation of trouble. After two years, Knight became the senior 
air staff officer at HQ RAF Strike Command responsible for the efficiency and the day-to-day 
operations and exercises of the many squadrons and operational ground units – an appointment he 
described as “very busy”. In April 1980 he was appointed as the Air Officer Commanding No. 1 
Group. In early 1982 his Vulcan bomber squadrons were due to begin standing down after years of 
service, and as the new Tornado was beginning to replace them. When the Argentinians invaded 
the Falkland Islands on April 2, 1982 he was ordered to prepare and support his air-to-air refuelling 
Victor squadrons and a Vulcan squadron for possible action. To equip his ageing force for this 
unexpected commitment 8,000 miles from their bases in England required the aircraft to undergo a 
series of non-standard modifications, including fitting the Vulcans with an air-to-air refuelling 
capability, additional secure communications and the ability to deliver advanced weapons new to 
the aircraft. In addition, he had to oversee the intensive training of his crews for a role that was very 
different from that needed for operations in Europe. On promotion to Air Marshal in January 1983, 
he was appointed to the Air Force Board as the Air Member for Supply and Organisation, giving him 
responsibility for all the support, maintenance, supply and organisational aspects of the RAF. After 
three years he returned to Brussels in August 1986 to be the United Kingdom’s Military 
Representative (Milrep), providing a link between the UK government and the organisation. Leading 
the military team in the UK Delegation, his role of Milrep was to protect British interests and to 
articulate the UK military input to an ever-developing NATO strategy – at a time when the end of the 
Cold War was in sight. He utilised his outstanding networking skills to extremely good effect. Sir 
Michael retired from the RAF in August 1989, having been appointed KCB. In retirement, he was 
heavily involved in the aerospace industry and supported many charities. He was Chairman of the 
RAF Charitable Trust and served as the President of the Aircrew Association. Knight was assiduous 
in promoting aviation amongst the young. After leaving the RAF, he reverted to the rank of Flying 
Officer in the RAFVR (Training), in which he spent the next eight years giving air experience to young 
ATC and CCF cadets flying in Chipmunk aircraft. He was Chairman and then President of the Air 
League, which, inter alia, offered flying scholarships to young people. Later he was made a Life 
Vice-President. Until the end of his life, he gave strong support to a scheme to provide flying 
scholarships to the disabled. His two favourite aircraft were the Vulcan and the Buccaneer. As 
Chairman of the Vulcan to the Sky Trust he was heavily involved in the campaign to restore to flight 
the last Vulcan bomber, XH558. He was the first President of the Buccaneer Aircrew Association, a 
position he held for almost 20 years. He never missed an annual reunion, the ‘Buccaneer Blitz’. His 
post-lunch address was a highlight, enlivened by his wicked humour and irreverent sideswipes at 
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other fast jet communities. He was passionate about rugby, playing his first game when he was 
11 years old and over the following 32 years, he played all over the world as a second row forward. 
His final game, as a Group Captain with the Laarbruch Ancients, resulted in a 41-0 victory in Berlin, 
when he scored the final try. He was Chairman of the RAF Rugby Association and later served as 
the RAF representative on the Rugby Football Union. A charismatic, larger-than-life character, he 
was immensely energetic and enthusiastic in pursuing his many interests. He enjoyed the 
camaraderie and banter of the squadron crew room. Always insisting on the need to fly according to 
the regulations and the aircraft’s limitations, he admired and encouraged those with an aggressive 
spirit – in and out of aircraft – and he rarely missed a party. 
 
*************** 
 

THE GREAT BOKSBURG EXPLOSION: 
 

 
 

Christmas Eve was ushered in with an almighty bang in Boksburg. The explosion happened on 
Hospital Road, a few meters from Tambo Memorial Hospital, when the Infinity tanker drove into the 
bridge over the railway underpass on Hospital Road. The restricted clearance is prominently marked 
on the bridge and the driver was apparently taking a route which he should not have been using. 
The truck was carrying LP Gas. The nearby Tambo Memorial Hospital was damaged, with patients 
scrambling to safety. Three or four cars are also said to have been involved in the accident. A series 
of videos and photos shared on social media shows the truck just after it had become wedged under 
the bridge, when it caught fire and when it exploded spectacularly. Later clips show utter devastation 
at the site of the explosion, with reinforced concrete girders of the bridge fallen on to the roadway 
below. Clips also show bodies lying on the ground and severely burnt people trying to get medical 
help. Paramedics and multiple emergency service agencies were promptly at the scene on Railway 
Street in Boksburg. At least 8 people were confirmed dead at the scene, including tragically five 
brothers and sister in one family, and many other were injured, some severely burnt. The death toll 
has subsequently risen to 26. The tanker driver, who was taken to safety by the Fire Service before 
the explosion, has since been charged with culpable homicide and related offences, and 
subsequently appeared in court and was released as there was insufficient evidence. (News24 and 
others) 
 
ZELENSKIY’S CHURCHILL MOMENT: 
 

It was a mixture of defiance and gratitude. Volodymyr Zelensky was given a thunderous reception 
early today as he told a joint session of Congress that Ukraine was alive and kicking and would 
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never surrender. In a 20-minute speech, the Ukrainian president invoked the spirit of the 
Second World War and the American War of Independence. He told senators and members of 
Congress his soldiers needed more weapons, including planes, and that US spending on Ukraine 
was not "charity" but an "investment in global security and democracy." Comparisons were made 
between his address and that of Winston Churchill to Congress a few weeks after Pearl Harbour. Mr 
Churchill's meeting with Franklin Roosevelt, exactly 81 years ago, cemented their partnership and 
led, ultimately, to victory in the Second World War. US Telegraph editor Nick Allen, in Washington, 
writes that the timing was not lost on President Joe Biden, who earlier suggested that European 
allies were holding the US back from giving Ukraine the type of weapons it wants. (Telegraph) 
 
ZELENSKYY COCKTAIL: 
 

 
 
 
 

‘I had experimented a bit to get the yellow and blue before settling on the lemon. ‘I’d made one 
version with eggnog to make it yellow, but it tasted terrible. The only person I’d advise drinking it 
would have been Putin himself.’ Jane, who works in television, started to spread the word about the 
finalised cocktail to friends in the industry – and her recipe soon transcended borders. She hopes 
more bars will consider stocking the drink to help bolster the amount raised. The Zelenskyy is 
described as ‘a riff on a French 75’ and features vodka, blue curacao, maraschino liqueur, lemon 
juice, sugar syrup and a dash of champagne. But what would the cocktail’s namesake think of the 
mix? ‘I think he’d like it,’ Jane added. ‘I think he would have a mischievous side.’ The drink has been 
added to menus across the world, from Bar Limon in Worcestershire to The Village Wheel in the US. 
Money raised from each purchase goes toward the UN Refugee Agency and Unicef, with Jane 
hoping more bars will sign up to sell the cocktail. As a bonus, the cocktail can be paired with a bar 
snack of Sala – which is a Ukrainian national dish of cured pork. This isn’t the first time Jane has 
combined her love of booze with fundraising efforts. Previously, she launched Milli’s Covid Cocktail 
Clinic to raise money for her local foodbank. She said: ‘Going through lockdown I started to fundraise 
through the means of mixology. Everyone was so miserable, and that was when we weren’t even 
allowed to buy wine at the supermarket. ‘Everyone’s cupboards were a bit depleted so people would 
send me the remnants of what they had and I’d send back a recipe.’ When restrictions allowed, she 
even took to making cocktails on people’s doorsteps complete with a full butler outfit and moustache 
stuck onto her mask. (Metro.co.uk) 
 
CHEERS FOR NOW: 
 

Trust you have all enjoyed the Christmas break, the opportunity to spend time with those near and 
dear to you, and in particular the pleasure of uninterrupted electricity for the whole weekend!  
Remember when that was the norm?... and we still have the New Year weekend to look forward to... 

A cocktail inspired by Ukraine’s president has 
gone global to support refugee aid efforts. 
The ‘Zelenskyy’ was created by Jane Millichip 
in her kitchen in Stroud and is now being 
served as far and wide as American states 
such as Connecticut. She created the blue 
and yellow themed cocktail, complete with 
F*ck Putin vodka, to show solidarity 
with Ukraine. It features a lemon peel 
fashioned into a ‘dove wing of peace.’ Jane 
told Metro.co.uk: ‘I worked in television but on 
the side was mad keen on mixology and have 
been for years. ‘People I know at a wonderful 
distillery in Penzance had already made a 
F*** Putin vodka for charity and I’d bought a 
few bottles, so I started to think of a new way 
to pay that forward. 
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Our first RAFOC function in 2023 will be the Ordinary Lunch on the second Friday 13 January 
2023, 12h30 for 13h00 at Wanderers. 
We look forward to the return of the Aviation Quiz! We have it on good authority that Captain Jensen 
has been applying himself diligently to the compilation of this Edition of the Aviation Quiz. Intelligence 
sources have advised that a good knowledge of the De Havilland family of biplanes will equip most 
members to be able to venture answers with a good expectation of success, whatever their level of 
general aviation knowledge. 
If you are still travelling over New Year, please travel safely. We want to see you all back in 2023!  
 
The Committee wishes all RAFOC members a safe and Blessed Christmas and a Happy and 
Peaceful New Year. 
 

 
 
*********************************************************************************************** 
 
TAILPIECE: 
 

THE LONELY BILTONG – B B Myers 
The sun shone out of the heavens, The birds they were all still, 
And only the song of the koppies and the donga’s bark so shrill, 
Broke the silence and heat of the noonday; while under the summer sun 
Two little mosbolletjies wandered and laughed in childish fun. 
Still were the tall maasbankers and even the wild konfyt, 
Slept in the shade of the voorslags although the hour was late. 
Herds of beautiful voetsaks ate the succulent short green kloof. 
While a couple of drunken disselbooms slept on the farmhouse roof. 
Krantzes and veldskoens in hundreds scented the summer air, 
The spruits were laden with berries, truly the world looked fair. 
Over the gravelled naartjies, a lonely biltong ran, 
While I gazed at it all in wonder, and murmured “Ag, siestog man!” 
(BB Myers lived in East London. The Rhyme is included here for it’s uniquely SA flavour...) 
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A UK Christmas Carol Chorus: 
Five education secretaries 
Four chancellors 
Three prime ministers 
Two Tory leadership coups 
One New King ... 
And one massive omnishambles in a pear tree. 
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************** 
NAVY CROSS AWARDED - 70 YEARS LATER: 
 

 
Capt. E. Royce Williams, F9F-5 pilot who engaged 7 Soviet MiGs and shot down 4 of them. 
 
On 21 December 2022 Secretary of the Navy (SECNAV) Carlos Del Toro awarded the Navy Cross 
to retired Navy Captain E Royce Williams for his actions on 18 November 1952. This is an upgrade 
of the Silver Star Medal previously awarded to then-Lt. Williams on May 7, 1953, for his 
actions during the Korean War where he led a flight of three fighter planes against seven enemy 
MiG-15s. “Having reviewed the findings of now numerous investigations related to the case of Capt. 
Royce Williams, I have determined this case to be special and extraordinary,” said Del Toro in a US 
Navy Press Release. “Lt. Williams took the lead of an incredibly critical mission during the Korean 
War which led to the protection of Task Force 77 from enemy attack. I authorize the Navy Cross be 
awarded for his valorous actions committed from personal bravery and self-sacrifice to country. By 
his actions he clearly distinguished himself during a high-risk mission and deserves proper 
recognition.”  
On Nov. 18, 1952, US Navy F9-5F pilot E. Royce Williams took off in his aircraft from USS Oriskany 
along with other three Panthers to intercept seven Russian MiG-15 fighters that were heading toward 
them from a Soviet base in Vladivostok. US Intelligence reports believed that the MiGs were seeking 
revenge after Williams and other American aircraft had carried out an attack in North-eastern North 
Korea near the Soviet border, early that morning.   
The four F9F-5s took off in a blustery snowstorm. One of the jets suffered a fuel pump problem and 
had to turn back toward the aircraft carrier taking his wingman with him as an escort, leaving Williams 
and his wingman Dave Rowlands to defend the carrier against the incoming MiGs. 
A MiG fired on Williams and the battle was on. Since Rowlands’ guns jammed, Williams was the 
only Naval Aviator to attack the MiG-15s during the dogfight which lasted more than 30 
minutes. Williams shot down 4 of the MiGs and another of the Soviet fighters crashed while returning 
to its base in Vladivostok. 
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After he shot down the first MiG, Williams couldn’t confirm his kills as he explained to The 
San Diego Union Tribune. “I was too busy to start counting. I would fire at a plane and then someone 
else would be on my tail and I had to manoeuvre, and I couldn’t tell what happened to the plane I 
shot,” he recalls. 
Williams’ Panther was so badly damaged that it could only pitch up and down and had to perform a 
high-speed landing to prevent stalling. His F9F was found to have 263 holes afterwards. 
The mission, which could have sparked an international incident and a major clash with the Soviet 
Union, was put under wraps. Williams was instructed by his commanding officer not to talk about it. 
So he didn’t. 
 

 
MiG 15 
 
While Williams heroic action was forgotten, one of the downed MiG pilots was later reported to be a 
decorated war hero. 
According to Alert5.com, since 2014, there has been a campaign to award the Medal of Honour to 
Williams for his heroic feat. However, there were no record of the encounter in the declassified US 
documents for the Korean War as the US Navy and National Security Agency scrubbed the incident 
away, worried that acknowledging the incident might draw the Soviets into the Korean War. 
The only official record of the dogfight is in the declassified Soviet documents on the Korean War. 
Igor Seidov, a Russian military historian, wrote about the dogfight in his 2014 book “Red Devils Over 
the Yalu: A Chronicle of Soviet Aerial Operations in the Korean War.” According to Seidov, of the 
seven MiGs that left Vladivostik that morning, only one returned to base. The other four were shot 
down by a single US aircraft, one plane was severely damaged and crashed on its way back, and 
the seventh plane was never found. 
As already reported, eight years ago former Rear Adm. Doniphan Shelton became aware of 
Williams’ heroics and he began a campaign to get the forgotten hero the recognition Shelton insists 
he deserves. He compiled background information, filed a request for documents under the US 
Freedom of Information Act and drafted a resolution recommending the award of the Medal of 
Honour for heroism Shelton calls “unmatched either in the Korean War, the Vietnam War, or since 
then.” 
“Four MiG-15s down over a period of time is one thing, quite another when those four are downed 
in one historic 35-to-38-minute aerial engagement of one F9F-5 against seven very superior MiG-
15s,” Shelton explained. He concedes that the engagement was not well recorded and errors were 
made in reporting the details. 
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This print is available in multiple sizes from AircraftProfilePrints.com – F9F-5 Panther VF-111 Sundowners, V131 / 

126213 / 1953 
 

                                                                                                                
Photo credit: U.S. Navy and U.S. Air Force 
 
(The Aviation Geek 25 December 2022) 
 

************** 
 

 


